Crematoria Plastic Collection Scheme

Developed in Association with the ICCM

What happens to your plastic waste? Floral Tributes contain a high percentage of plastic. Landfill sites are refusing to take plastic because it is not environmentally friendly.

Econoplas Ltd are a company who recycle waste plastic producing a product called Aquadyne. These panels can be used for draining amenity grounds in both the UK and abroad. Floral Tributes can be recycled to produce Aquadyne.

Agriplass Ltd are a plastic collection company who have provided Econoplas with plastic for the last five years. During the last nine months we have been working with the ICCM to develop a scheme for collecting the waste plastic from Cemeteries and Crematoria. After a successful pilot scheme, the system is now ready to be launched nationally.

For more information and a chat on how the scheme would work for you:
Ring David Brown – Managing Director of Agriplass Ltd
Mobile – 07773 426821 Phone 01287 640286
email to: david@agriplass.co.uk

Agriplass Ltd, Lane Head Farm, Liverton, Saltburn by the Sea, Cleveland. TS13 4TH
Company No: 5400398